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Abstract. Geographic information systems (GIS) are increasingly using geospatial data from the Web to produce geographic information.
One big challenge is to ﬁnd the relevant data, which often is based on
keywords or even ﬁle names. However, these approaches lack semantics.
Thus, it is necessary to provide mechanisms to prepare data to help retrieval of semantically relevant data. This paper proposes an approach
to attack this problem. This approach is based on semantic annotations
that use geographic metadata and ontologies to describe heterogeneous
geospatial data. Semantic annotations are RDF/XML ﬁles that rely on
a FGDC metadata schema, ﬁlled with appropriate ontology terms, and
stored in a XML database. The proposal is illustrated by a case study of
semantic annotations of agricultural resources, using domain ontologies.

1

Introduction

The Web became an immense repository of geospatial data in diﬀerent geographic formats like remote sensing images, maps, sensor data temporal series,
textual data ﬁles, among others [1, 2]. The retrieval of these data requires special
attention due the geographic distribution of the sources and the heterogeneity
of the data. Geographic metadata standards and geospatial information portals
were created as an initiative to attack this problem. In these portals, users can
create their own queries using keywords and metadata ﬁelds from some metadata schema such as ISO 19115 and FGDC Metadata. These metadata ﬁelds
are often ﬁlled with natural language text, which can cause ambiguities, while
keywords can restrict the result of the queries if diﬀerent terminology is used or
if terms are homonymous [3].
One solution to overcome these problems is the use of domain ontologies - as
can be seen in [4] - to identify and associate common concepts. Ontologies are
frequently used to explain knowledge about some domain of interest. In the geographic domain, an ontology must have terms and concepts about useful issues
to describe geospatial resources, for instance, spatial references, time periods, geographic formats details, and other kinds of meta-information that may improve
the retrieval of geospatial information.
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The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) proposed the Resource Description
Framework (RDF) to describe resources available in the Web as an initiative for
providing semantic interoperability. RDF identiﬁes resources using their URIs
and describes them using statements. A statement is a triple <subject, predicate,
object>. From the geospatial point of view, a subject is a geospatial resource, a
predicate is a metadata ﬁeld of this resource, and an object is the value ﬁlling the
metadata ﬁeld. Applying this model in a way so ontologies could be included,
the object can be an ontology term that semantically associates the metadata
ﬁeld content to some appropriate concept.
Based on this approach, this paper discusses the use of semantic annotations
to describe geospatial data, extending the work of [2] to cover implementation
aspects. This work deﬁnes a semantic annotation as a set of RDF triples, where
each triple is basically composed of a FGDC metadata schema, where each metadata ﬁeld is ﬁlled with appropriate terms from domain ontologies. The annotations are stored in an XML database, where they can be retrieved using XQuery
and XPath statements.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the approach for semantic annotation of geospatial resources presented in this paper.
Section 3 explains how annotations are stored in an XML database. Section 4
shows how the presented approach is applied in a case study of semantic annotations of agricultural resources. Section 5 describes related work. Finally, section
6 contains conclusions and ongoing work.

2

An Approach for Representing Semantic Annotations

A semantic annotation of a geospatial resource must provide semantic descriptions about geographic characteristics of this resource. Such characteristics are
structurally organized using geographic metadata standards. The role of ontologies in this scenario is to enhance the annotations, providing appropriate
terminology. This section describes the representation of the semantic annotations in RDF/XML format, detailing geographic metadata schema, and ontology
concepts.
2.1

Geographic Metadata Schema

Metadata can be considered as data about other data. Their principal role is to
add important information to a resource so that ambiguities can be avoided and
the retrieval of the resource can be done in an easier way. Absence of metadata
may lead to unreliability and re-work when it comes to interoperability among
distinct systems, hampering data exchange and integration [5]. Geographic metadata describe geospatial resources, enhancing them with useful information such
as reference system used, producer identiﬁcation, and location information.
Use of geographic metadata is strongly disseminated by geographic catalogs,
such as GeoNetwork1, which use geographic metadata standards. ISO 19115 is a
1

http://sourceforge.net/projects/geonetwork Accessed in March 30th, 2009.
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proprietary standard of geographic metadata, developed by the ISO Committee.
It has a UML based structure, where each metadata element is deﬁned in context
of a class and is characterized by a name, definition, obligation, multiplicity, data
type, and a domain. This standard has a minimal set of elements which is deﬁned
for the most important information needed to describe some resource, called core
data. It is possible to extend this set of elements to serve special needs [6].
The Federal Geographic Data Committee Metadata (FGDC Metadata) is an
open standard which deﬁnes some particularities needed to catalog and publish geographic meta-information. It provides knowledge about the kind of the
resource, indicating whether it meets the users expectation, and where/how to
ﬁnd it. Use of a speciﬁc section or element is either mandatory or optional [7].
2.2

Using Ontology Terms

In geographic catalogs, metadata ﬁelds are ﬁlled with natural language text,
which most times can lead to ambiguities or bad understanding. Despite the
structure and semantics that metadata can provide, the content of the ﬁelds
may not be able to avoid this and other kinds of problems [3]. The use of ontology terms guarantees unique meaning, associating metadata ﬁelds to concepts
that semantically represent their content. Ontologies also provide a hierarchical
structure that helps to understand their concepts. Figure 1 shows the solution
for the example seen, using terms of NASA SWEET Numerics ontology2 . It
indicates that the Graph term is a 2D distribution.

Fig. 1. Use of an ontology term to represent a metadata ﬁeld

2.3

Representation in RDF

Once a metadata schema is chosen, it is possible to use RDF to semantically
describe a resource. Figure 2 illustrates a possible representation in RDF/XML
(without the use of ontology terms) of a graph that shows the evolution of
some phenomenon with time, as measured per seasons. It uses metadata ﬁelds
2
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Fig. 2. Representation in RDF of metadata for a graph, using ﬁelds from the FGDC
metadata standard

Fig. 3. Adding an ontology term to fgdc:origin element

from FGDC. The rdf:Description element indicates a description of some Web
resource. The rdf:about attribute identiﬁes the resource using its URI. After this,
come the metadata ﬁelds, using the following rule: if an element is composed
of one or more elements, it must have a rdf:parseType=“Resource” attribute
indicating that it contains other elements.
Now, imagine that we want to add ontology terms to the metadata ﬁelds, but
we want to preserve the natural language content for future use in a publication interface: how to do this, using RDF? One way to solve this problem is to
keep the natural language text as a human readable description of the metadata
ﬁeld’s content, using the property rdfs:comment from RDF Schema (RDFS),
an extension to RDF for deﬁning application-speciﬁc classes and properties3 . In
addition, we can specify that the content of the metadata ﬁeld is an instance
of an ontology class (the ontology term), using the property rdf:type. Figure 3
shows this solution. In this example, the ﬁeld origin contains a human readable
description that says that the resource was originated by “eFarms” and a reference to the class Project that speciﬁes that the originator of the resource is an
instance of this class. Thus, we want to say that “the resource was originated by
a project called eFarms”.
3

http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/ Accessed in June 23rd, 2009.
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Storing RDF Annotations

RDF can be represented by more human-readable languages like Notation34
(N3) or by more structured languages like RDF/XML, which is the most used
one. An essential characteristic of a good quality geographic metadata standard
is that it should be XML compatible. Both FGDC Metadata and ISO 19115 have
this feature, as well as metadata standards from other domains such as Dublin
Core [8] and e-GMS [9]. These facts lead towards the use of XML databases to
store RDF/XML.
An XML database is a data persistence software that allows storage of data in
XML format, generally mapping these data from XML to some storage format,
which can be a relational database or even other XML documents [10]. Queries
over a XML database are generally executed using XPath or XQuery statements.
It is possible to retrieve RDF/XML data using XQuery, once this language was
designed to query XML data not just from XML ﬁles, but anything that is
structured in XML.
Both XPath and XQuery allow retrieval of full XML-based documents or
subtrees of these, using their DOM trees5 . If we know the schema of an annotation of interest, we can retrieve the full annotation or parts of these. For
instance, if someone wanted to know who originated the NDVI graph of the
previous example, he could retrieve this information using an XPath statement
(/rdf:RDF/rdf:Description/fgdc:citeinfo/fgdc:origin).
Another solution for storing and querying RDF is to use some framework for
these purposes, like Sesame [11] and Jena [12]. These frameworks play the role
of a layer that manage persistent storage of RDF in ﬁles or relational databases
and provide queries over RDF in SPARQL or in other speciﬁc languages. Moreover, such frameworks provide reading and writing of RDF in diﬀerent notation
languages.

4

A Case Study: Semantic Annotation of Agricultural
Resources

We propose an architecture for semantic annotation of agricultural geospatial data
to illustrate the approach of this paper, taking as example a NDVI graph. Normalized Diﬀerence Vegetation Index (NDVI) is a numerical indicator used to analyze
whether some region of interest has live green vegetation or not. Using this index,
it is possible to verify some aspects like density of vegetation or crops in some
area of interest. A NDVI graph is a 2D distribution containing return values of
the NDVI function in a certain time period, where the y axis is the NDVI index
and the x axis is a date, thus characterizing a time series. This kind of annotation
can be useful for activities like crop management and monitoring [2].
4
5

http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/Notation3.html Accessed in June 23rd, 2009.
The XML DOM (Document Object Model) deﬁnes a standard way for accessing and
manipulating documents compatible to XML, presenting them as a tree structure
where elements, attributes, and text are nodes.
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Fig. 4. Proposed architecture

Figure 4 illustrates the proposed architecture. It is composed by the following
modules:
– Workflows for acquisition of meta-information: Acquisition of metainformation depends on the kind of resource. Here, the acquisition of such
information is performed by speciﬁc workﬂows described in [2], where a speciﬁc workﬂow is activated for each kind of geospatial data. For a NDVI graph,
crop identiﬁcation is done comparing the curve of the graph to other existing curves where crops were already identiﬁed. A more detailed explanation
about this work is given in section 5. The meta-information is organized in
a set of FGDC metadata, encapsulated in a simple XML ﬁle, and submitted
to the annotation assembler;
– Annotation assembler: This module receives the meta-information submitted by a speciﬁc workﬂow, which contains a speciﬁc set of FGDC metadata ﬁelds ﬁlled with natural language text. An ontology term is associated
to each metadata ﬁeld using the approach presented in section 2.3. The choice
of the ontology term is done by a mechanism that queries the ontology base
for URI of terms;
– Ontology base: The ontology base is composed by geospatial and agricultural ontologies. NASA SWEET ontologies provide terms about issues in
various domains like geography, physics, chemistry, among others. Poesia
Agricultural Zoning ontology [13] provides terms about crops and Brazilian
locations. Some of these ontologies were extended to attend speciﬁc needs
like terms about crop production;
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Fig. 5. Composition of a semantic annotation of a NDVI graph

– XML database: After an annotation in RDF/XML is created, it is stored
in a XML database from where it can be retrieved using XQuery statements;
– Publication interface: A Web interface where agricultural researchers can
see the Web resource and its semantic annotation.
Figure 5 shows a table that explains the contents of the semantic annotation
of a NDVI graph. In order to cover agricultural needs, a agriculture metadata
set was created containing elements about crops, soil, and productivity issues
(Agricultural Extension).The ﬁrst column shows the metadata elements used to
describe a NDVI graph. Each FGDC element shown in the table is composed
by other speciﬁc elements, which were abstracted in the table. For details about
the acquisition of agricultural meta-information, see [2]. The second column
shows a brief description of each element. The third column shows the short
name of each element, deﬁned in their respective XML Schemas. The fourth
column shows the metadata schema to which each element belongs. The ﬁfth
column speciﬁes whether the presence of the element is mandatory or not.
Finally, the last column shows the ontologies used to describe each metadata
element.

5

Related Work

One of the aims of this work is to provide implementation support to the work
of [2], which proposes a framework for semantic annotation of agricultural resources. In that work, each diﬀerent geospatial resource has a speciﬁc workﬂow
for acquisition of spatial and crops meta-information, linkage to ontologies terms,
and production and publication of semantic annotations. Our architecture provides the infrastructure needed to associate semantics to annotations, via the
linkage module.
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There are several research initiatives related to the work reported in this
paper. One such trend concerns semantic interoperability in GIS, dealing with
problems in data exchange and retrieval. There are some eﬀorts to provide interoperability among metadata standards, as can be seen in [5, 7]. Use of ontologies
to deal with interoperability problems in the geospatial domain is discussed in
[1, 4, 14, 15].
Another area is representation of information. RDF is being widely used for
representing geographic meta-information. In [16], RDF is used to deﬁne a catalog of geographic resources from various Web sites. Córcoles and Gonzáles [17]
propose an approach for providing queries over spatial XML resources with different schemas using a unique interface, where the resources are integrated using
RDF.
Due to the conventional use of XML to represent meta-information, some
works have used XML databases to store metadata. In [18], a XML database
is used to store metadata in a prototype of a digital library system, which provides queries over metadata from art pieces. The use of XML databases for the
management of metadata in the MPEG-76 format is discussed in [19], where a
survey concerning XML database solutions for this issue was done. A schemaindependent XML database used to store metadata about scientiﬁc resources is
presented in [20].

6

Conclusions and Ongoing Work

Geographic distribution and heterogeneity are issues that hamper the retrieval
of geospatial data. Geographic metadata standards were created to solve these
problems, but ﬁlling metadata ﬁelds with natural language text can cause ambiguities. To attack this problem, this paper discussed an approach based on RDF,
geographic metadata and ontologies to describe geospatial resources, bringing
together Semantic Web and geographic standards technologies. Moreover, it discussed the storage of semantic annotations in XML databases, considering the
RDF/XML notation.
Based on this approach, a mechanism is being implemented that chooses and
ranks appropriate ontology terms to the metadata ﬁelds. At the moment, the
choice of terms is done over speciﬁc ontologies (Nasa SWEET and Poesia Agricultural Zoning), but the mechanism is intended to be ontology-independent,
so that it can choose appropriate ontologies and hence appropriate terms to ﬁll
the ﬁelds. Once an annotation in RDF is created, the mechanism stores it in
a XML database. However, it is intended to use a RDF framework for storing
and querying the semantic annotations and so make a comparison about the two
approaches.
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A standard for the description of multimedia content.
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